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Stated!
 

Stated! is a brand new social media platform that allows users to 
create and share their favourite quotes using imagery, filters and 
typefaces of their choice. 

The app is the first in its field to operate as a fully-fledged social 
platform - creating a fun and easy way to discover and share quotes 
that mean something to its users. 

It features user profiles, hashtags, trending topics, location tagging 
and one-click integration with major social platforms including 
Facebook, LinkedIn, Twitter and Instagram.
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Start by creating your first post today:

• Type your quote

 Type in your quote and don’t forget to use  
 the @ symbol if you want to tag the author. 
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• Take a snap 

 To create your background take a picture,  
 select from your camera roll or use one of  
 our stunning backgrounds. 
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• Colour me beautiful  

 Our brightly coloured filter options let your  
 quote stand out and look beautiful. 
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• Choose your type   

 Great fonts to match your mood. Resize and  
 move your quote around until it looks just  
 right. 
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• Inspire others    

 Use hashtags and categories to get your  
 quotes found and discover what others are  
 sharing.
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• Discover your inspiration     

 Follow other users, ‘recite’ their posts and  
 use trending hashtags to see what’s hot  
 right now.
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• So shareable      

 Share posts across your favourite platforms  
 including Facebook, Instagram, LinkedIn  
 and Twitter. 
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About our founders     

 The Stated! team is led by our two co-founders Ryan Prentice and David Brownlie.  
 David, who has worked for some of the UK’s largest design agencies, is a graphic  
 designer with a passion for creating beautiful, simple and intuitive user experiences. He  
 takes responsibility for our brand, user interface design and all other elements of our  
 creative output. 
 
 Ryan has headed up marketing outsourcing firm Brinn Marketing since 2010 and is a  
 digital marketing expert with experience in managing large teams of designers, marketers  
 and developers. He takes responsibility for all things technical and marketing – working with  
 our talented team to spread the word and keep the user experience seamless and bug free!
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Contact Details

   ryanprentice1986

   0845 504 6297

   support@statedapp.com

     https://www.facebook.com/statedapp

   https://www.instagram.com/statedapp/

   https://twitter.com/stated_app?lang=en-gb 
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